A Blockchain-Based Approach to Provenance and Reproducibility in Research Workflows
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Abstract—The traditional Proof of Existence blockchain service on the Bitcoin network can be used to verify the existence of any research data at a specific point of time, and to validate the data integrity, without revealing its content. Several variants of the blockchain service exist to certify the existence of data relying on cryptographic fingerprinting, thus enabling an efficient verification of the authenticity of such certifications. However, nowadays research data is continuously changing and being modified through different processing steps in most scientific research workflows such that certifications of individual data objects seem to be constantly outdated in this setting. This paper describes how the blockchain and distributed ledger technology can be used to form a new certification model, that captures the research process as a whole in a more meaningful way, including the description of the used data through its different stages and the associated computational pipeline, code for analysis and the experimental design. The scientific blockchain infrastructure bloxberg, together with a deep learning based analysis from the behavioral science field are used to show the applicability of the approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays technology organizations, researchers, publishers and individuals are faced with huge amounts of research data and other artifacts originating from scientific studies. Examples range from original data, code and tests, scientific workflow descriptions, experimental design variables to execution environments (software as well as hardware), and manuscript files, to name just a few. Researchers from different fields such as social sciences, natural and life sciences encounter a reproducibility crisis in severe ways, leading to many scientific studies that are difficult and sometimes even unfeasible to replicate or reproduce [1]–[3]. This reproducibility and replicability complication arise from inappropriate scientific practices, which are mainly originating from a lack of raw data [4]–[6] and p-value hacking by selective data analysis and reporting [7]–[11]. This irreproducibility is responsible not only for time lost in scientific ends but, also inevitable economic loss. In the United States, the irreproducibility rate in preclinical research is around 50% which points out 28 billion USD loss per year and a big proportion of the errors are induced by study design, data analysis and reporting [12].

Therefore, reproducibility approaches enclosing verification methods for scientific workflow data properties, e.g. its provenance and integrity, strengthen not only the quality and credibility of research findings, but also the efficiency of economics of scientific research and innovation. As such, reproducible science has become increasingly important in a diverse set of research landscape fields. In fact, even modern scientific data management systems aim to design optimized policies to prevent loss of scientific data set quality, to increase its reuse and to preserve trustworthy digital data [13]–[17]. While most public blockchain networks operate according to a Proof of Work consensus mechanisms, other distributed trust architectures can be established using a Proof of Authority consensus mechanism based on a consortium of international research organizations in order to provide a Proof of Existence blockchain service which can be used to verify the existence of any research data and to validate its integrity, while still preserving data privacy mechanisms [21]–[24].

Several variants of trusted timestamping services and methods for providing signed certifications for research data and their properties have already been established. Verification of research data (or any kind of data) for authenticity is
often based on the application of cryptographic hash functions for fingerprinting, and the appropriate trust-worthy distributed infrastructures providing digital signatures in order to validate the data ownership, e.g. the web-based but Ethereum backed bloxberg Certify DApp, as well as data models for emerging identifier standards [21], [23], [25], thus, supporting the certification of any type of data that might occur as part of a scientific research workflow. Certification of a generic research object, such as data or documents, during the scientific research workflow can improve the transparency, reproducibility, data integrity, and foster open science [26]–[29].

In many applications, however, it appears to be of interest to incorporate and accurately record the whole research workflow and related artifacts including raw data, software dependencies, computational pipelines, code files, and experiment settings into the certification model, while also capturing a chronological sequence of data creation and change events. One can record how data has changed through the research process, for instance between initial acquisition and subsequent preprocessing. Then, considering a sequence of multiple generated certificates and the corresponding timestamps, the workflow of a research process can be certified and validated at a later point in time and by interested third parties. Tamper proof recording of data and research processes allows to develop verifications processes, either completely automated or by providing means to support human reviewers, with more confidence and therefore ensure better guarantees and degrees of authenticity and reusability.

II. RELATED WORK

To address the aforementioned issues, different solutions and technologies have been born from varied disciplines over the last decade. The simplest approach is sharing the data and the used code during the data acquisition and analysis [30], [31] by using a traditional version control system such as Git [32]–[34]. Besides using traditional version control methods in the scientific domain, open access collaborative research platforms have been developed [35], [36]. This is in line with the original interest of reproducibility and advancing computational research and science processes, where users can run the code and test for reusability, publish, archive, share and collaborate.

Another approach, specifically tailored to evolutionary genomics, helps researchers to create reusable and reproducible bioinformatics pipelines that can be deployed on a desktop workstation or in the cloud [37]. Various tools and standard software distributions used in evolutionary biology based on Debian GNU/Linux, GNU Guix, and Bioconda are provided along with containerized execution environments and distribution mechanisms such as Docker, GNU Guix, and Singularity. Bundling these open software distributions and defining reproducible and shareable pipelines using workflow engines such as the Common Workflow Language (CWL), Guix Workflow Language (GWL), Snakemake, and Nextflow provide extra time and productivity to the researchers, while also lending assistance to reproducible science.

Similarly, the creation of reusable workflows has also taken hold in the field of multidisciplinary design, analysis, and optimization. Here, numerous engineers from a variety of disciplines collaborate to design complex systems such as ships [38], aircraft [39], helicopters [40], or spacecraft [41]. Such analyses often comprise tools that are under rapid development during the course of an analysis. Thus, the dependencies between the tools employed, the tool versions, and the tools itself may change between subsequent runs of the same analysis. Current tool support captures both the interdependencies of the tools and the data distributed among the tools in such an analysis, thus aiding transparency of the analysis itself [42]. Identifying software versions [43], storing such information on software and its computing environment in a trustworthy way [44] and making such analyses reproducible is a topic of ongoing research.

Recently, many technologies and container-based virtualization methods have been proposed to deal with efficiency, quality of service, reusability and portability of scientific workflows. On the one hand, a large number of technical advances and developments of infrastructure models with appropriate workflow specifications have been made [45], [46]. The infrastructures covered range from distributed environments to cloud solutions [47]–[50]. On the other hand, solutions that integrate blockchain technology are gaining particular interest and development. Examples include an architecture of blockchain-enabled service workflows with a focus on quality of service preserving mechanisms [51], as well as blockchain-based platform for storing and managing electronic medical records in the cloud [24], where concepts for data and properties were proposed but without consideration of the whole scientific workflow.

More recent research suggests using blockchain technology for the development of research workflow solutions for provenance, reliability, and collaboration [52]–[57], and in different steps of the research activities to ensure transparency in data acquisition, data processing, research fund distribution, researchers’ contribution and the publication review process [58]–[61].

III. USE CASE DESCRIPTION & DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In order to explore the solution space, we use a machine learning supported animal study as a reference point to infer potential requirements and specifications as depicted in Fig. 1. Considering the ML supported research process, as shown in Fig. 1, our research objective is to develop a blockchain-based method for tracking and certifying research artifacts in each step of the research process. First, we analyze at which points of the research process and the experimental design manipulation (willingly or unwillingly) might occur.

In a behavioral experimental design that aims to apply deep learning analysis for tracking and analyzing animal movement and behavior, researchers record videos from their model animals under different conditions. These conditions and the order under which the different parts of the experiment are to be conducted, are a priori encoded in an experiment plan,
which can generally be considered a free form document. According to the experiment plan, the experiment is subsequently conducted. Note that already at this point in time, the experiment plan and the reality of the experiment might start to diverge. This by itself is not necessary a result of malicious behavior or bad practice, however, we can see a value in documenting this fact at the point in time, when the divergence initially occurs. Valid reasons for the differences can be outlined as part of the final publication.

Before starting the analysis, data cleanup and preprocessing, e.g., cutting the videos (start and the endpoint of the experiment), renaming the video files according to a predefined schema in order to encode additional information (animal id, test condition, session number, etc.) or normalization of physical factors, i.e., lighting or camera rotation, are performed. Since these steps are often highly individualized for the experiment at hand and might be executed either manually or by hand-rolled software solutions, errors might be easily introduced, that would propagate further through the research process. It is therefore advisable, to record the different states of the video files to allow for detailed reviews and fault analysis capabilities.

For the further analysis of the videos, one option to check the differences is comparing animals’ pose alteration occurring in different conditions and the DeepLabCut deep learning software package has been widely used among researchers for markerless animal pose estimation [62]. The software is configured using a JSON configuration file, containing essential parameters such as which body parts need to be labelled, how many frames will be labelled and the number of targeted training iterations. Since the initial configuration will influence the further training of the model significantly, the integrity of the file is of high importance. The labelling of training data is a software aided manual process, that will generate 2 sets of image files: A train and a test data set. To make the performance and quality of the resulting model traceable, the used train data set needs to be as closely and auditable connected to the model as possible. Once the training has been conducted, the model is saved in a file, which also contains the number of used iterations for training encoded in the filename. Since the performance of the model is subsequently evaluated in a software aided manual process, an inadequate performance might lead to restarting from previous steps and making changes to parameters such as preprocessing, number of training iterations or adding addition training data. This could lead to the previous model and model parameters never being actively used in the further process, however, documenting its existence and performance at a specific point in time is still a valuable step towards better transparency.

A sufficiently trained network can be used for analyzing the rest of the experiment videos, creating Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5) files for each video, which consist of time series coordinate data for the labelled body points. In order to generate scientific results, this time series data can be evaluated by using different statistical methods depending on the research questions, either by using specialized statics software such as SPSS, or by writing custom code and using special software packages in languages such as Python, R or Matlab. To decrease the possibility of human error and improve reproducibility, approaches that are describable in machine executable languages, i.e. code, are favorable, especially since the existence of content of such files could be recorded similarly to the actual data. However, since the analysis code usually involves further software dependencies, a machine readable and reproducible description of the runtime environment as a combination of language specific software dependency management tools such as Maven, pipenv or NPM should be used in conjunction with container engines such as Docker.

IV. System Design

A. bloxberg

bloxberg is a scientific consortium blockchain that is governed and operated by a set of international research organizations [23]. This consortium operated blockchain network is primarily targeted towards applications and services that enhance research with the benefits of distributed ledger technology and is implemented as a public-permissioned PoA Ethereum network, with research organizations acting as validators. By ensuring that a diverse group of research organizations is governing the chain, collective standards for the scientific domain can be readily established. The name bloxberg has been inspired by the mythological name Brockenberg, which nowadays acts as a substitute for the geographical name of the German Brocken mountain. In the middle ages, the Blocksberg was considered a meeting place for witch covens and although historically different geographical locations have been attributed as being a Blocksberg (since it originally and etymologically describes the property of a meeting place for witches), over time the legends and stories merged into a single mythological location, which finally got attributed to the Brocken mountain in the 17th century [63].
B. Research Object Certification

The bloxberg network is operated and developed according to the bloxberg Improvement Proposals (BLIP) process, which itself is modeled after other community development and decision processes, such as Ethereum’s EIP, Bitcoin’s BIP or Python’s PEP [64]. One particular topic is Research Object Certification (ROC) as described in BLIP-2, which proposes a standard for object certification which is generalizable such that it could be utilized for a variety of scientific fields. Each individual research object, representing a set of files, is formulated as a JSON-LD [65] file that complies with the Verifiable Credentials Data Model 1.0 W3C standard [66]. A merkle proof [67] is calculated from each batch of files that are to be certified, which is then transacted on the bloxberg blockchain as an ERC-721 token, extended by the ERC721Metadata interface [68]. Finally, the resulting transaction and merkle proof are encoded in the JSON-LD files. In addition, the ERC-721 token can be updated with a RFC 3986 URI specifying the resource under which the JSON-LD file can be accessed, to improve the self-describing properties of the token itself. Additional metadata can be provided, which describes the object in more detail or might contain URIs resolving to the underlying files. Apart from the machine-readable JSON-LD format, more user-friendly formats such as HTML or PDF are used in practice to present the certificate to the user. These add mark-up to the information stored in JSON-LD and are by no means the complete and authoritative version of the certificate, but merely accompany the JSON-LD file as a human readable presentation. The issued certificates can be checked for validity using a verification service developed as a DApp. Using the generated proof value for the batch of research objects a hexadecimal value can be decoded that needs to match against a transaction id on the bloxberg chain. Subsequently the ERC-721 token hash stored for the respective transaction id is verified as well, by matching it against the crid value contained in the local certificate. Note that since the Research Object Certification process is oblivious to file format, file sets can consist of data as well as of code and execution environment descriptions, while also allows for a heterogeneous combination of those classes.

C. Research Object Chain Links

While ROC provides a way to certify the existence of a certain set of files at a specific point in time using a scientific blockchain infrastructure, by itself they provide no way of semantic or logical clustering of certificates. We therefore propose an additional layer, that allows to create a chronological sequence of certificates, to better capture the realities of scientific processes as described in III, Research Object Chain Links (ROCL). On this layer, each ROCL contains the Ethereum transaction of the previous ROCL, thereby strongly chaining them together in way akin to the blockchain data structure itself (see Fig. 2). To further support computational reproducibility and discoverability of data and accompanying code, each ROCL contains two distinct ROC certificates (one for data, one for code and runtime environment description) in the form of Ethereum transaction addresses. Researchers are advised to regularly append ROCL entries to the chain representing their current research project, to capture progress with high fidelity. A regular schedule, similar to the daily usage of a lab notebook, would be recommended, however, it is not enforced in this technical specification.

V. Conclusion

An envisioned upgrade to the certification process consists of using Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) [69] for the involved actors, to further strengthen the system as a trust architecture. The DIDs will essentially identify both the issuing instance and the owner of the certificate. Issued certificates can subsequently be added to its owner’s DID profile that, in turn, can be discovered via a service endpoint linked in the corresponding DID document. Hence the list of obtained certificates can be publicly advertised similarly to the list of authored papers. This upgraded version of the issued certificates complies with the Verifiable Credentials Data Model 1.0 [66], for which multiple use cases have been designed [70], including but not limited to educational purposes. Although the current design does not contain any specification with regards to the actual data storage, future iterations might include recommendations and specification, to further improve transparency and collaboration. It would be advisable to closely analyze if decentralized storage solution such as IPFS [71] or Swarm [72] are suitable with regards to non-functional requirements such as performance and scalability. In addition, future work will aim at performance and cost evaluation of the proposed blockchain-based approach. Obviously, certifying the existence of a certain set of files and the generation of chronological sequences of such certificates is only one step in a set of frameworks containing solutions for reproducibility and authenticity leading to automated verification of the whole research process. Thus, there is still a need for further research on how to exploit the proposed blockchain-based solution in actual scientific workflows, how to use the infrastructure for workflow execution and verification in order to guarantee the consistency with scientific, institutional and performance requirements, and how e.g., formal verification techniques can be applied for achieving these goals. Although our approach does not consider semantics or any quality aspects, the proposed system still contains the potential to improve the transparency, integrity and reproducibility of research.